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TEMPLATE REVIEW
OBSERVATION/CRITIQUES
Design looks elegant and good ﬂow of deals from top to bottom. Image/text Ratio
if not maintained can lead to poor delivery rates.
Simply by adding bullet proofs buttons would add to value.
Template shall be responsive, on mobile text should be readable.
Pre-header text is missing, plays important role in opens.
“Download the App” not needed for desktop or can be in footer.
Discount codes cannot be copied by user.
Footer/Can-Spam & Physical address missing.
CTAs are not prominent.
No Social Connectivity.
The “from email address shopping@brand.com” have a word ”Shopping” that might
lead to delivery issues.
Alt text for clients where images are not downloaded by default can be made more
attractive to force subscriber to download those images by adding simple colors
with alt text.
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SUGGESTIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

Image/text ratio can be
made better.
This can be done using
few of text as live HTML
text instead of slicing
them as image.

Brand fonts or stylish
fonts can be image
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Background images are now
supported in almost all email
clients with limited design
constraints. Bullet proof background
images can be coded as background
with overlaying live HTML text on it.

All these could be live
HTML text
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SUGGESTIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

Discount codes can be
made live HTML text so
can be copied easily

Brands can be included on
the top (above the fold) to
get better conversion
rates. Here Or Here
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“Download the App” should
be visible only on Mobile,
not in desktop or can be
moved in footer on desktop.

Using better images to
text ratio helps in better
delivery rates and lesser
spam rates
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SUGGESTIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

Pre-header is missing.
Pre-header helps in
increasing the open rate
to the great extent, for
Gmail users. Just next to
Subject line, people in
their preview inbox will
see “View in Browser”
instead they can have
better text like – Use
code – MON55
Preheader can be kept
hidden in body message
but can shown as below
only in preview for better
open rate.
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SUGGESTIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

Responsiveness of Emails are missing, same email when viewed on
mobile they can be made better instead of just scaling them down.
If you have good number of Apple iPhone, Samsung Subscribers, its
must to make your e mails responsive with all text readable.
Fonts can be increased in mobile native email app. Elements can be
swapped or displayed as per your need in Mobile app.
Download the app can be hidden or shown in footer while in mobile
can be shown on top to get maximum downloads on mobile
(since app are made for mobiles).
CTA can me made prominent on Mobiles.
Navigation can be shifted to bottom on mobile to get more
information above the fold in mobile

51% of email clients as per above in September 2017,
uses mobiles (Native app) to open emails
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SUGGESTIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

GMAIL DELIVERY - RECOMMENDATIONS
The delivery on Gmail email clients to tabbed inboxes are usually based on ever changing algorithms (similar to complex Google
search algorithms) that usually considers subscriber engagement, content, sender information etc.
Unfortunately, there is no control over the placement of emails in Gmail and there is no proven way as well to “beat” Gmail’s
algorithms.
Some of techniques, that might help you move your email delivered from Promotional tabs to Primary,can be implemented and
might help you achieve better results over the time.
Using alternative email address to deliver your gmail subscribers; instead of shopping@brand.com, using info@brand.com or
brand_news@brand.com might gradually help delivering emails to Gmail primary tab.
On the top of it we would recommend to create segment of people who are opening in Gmail and then for initial few months
just email to them to get better engagement ratio and thus increasing the chances of getting them delivered in Primary inbox.
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SUGGESTIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

GMAIL DELIVERY - RECOMMENDATIONS
We believe it’s Only a subscriber who can move your emails from the Promotions tab to the Primary tab. You can make them
aware or encourage them to move your emails from Promotional tabs to Primary tabs.
You can create a segment of emails who are opening your emails in Gmail and those who are not opening your emails at all. To
that segment you can send a informational emails pure text based email & no images and only just one link to your website. No
other emails to be planned to this segment for couple of campaigns.
The information can be more on how they can get better offers and deals. So a text based email cycle with information about
how they can get offers for different deals and offers by adding your email address (shopping@brand.com) on contact list, this
would by great increase the chances of moving all emails to inbox (reducing spam rate as well) and for Gmail subscribers would
get moved to Primary inbox.
The another email can also contain information showcasing how they can move your emails from Promotional tab to Primary tab.
It can have more textual content and one GIF showcasing how they can move the email.
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